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Introduction 

Christian missionaries have over the years been accused of negatively impacting the Nigeria 

society because mainly, distinction has not been drawn properly between the Missionaries, 

Explorers and the Colonial masters who actually came at almost the same time into this 

enclave called Nigeria and Northern Nigeria in particular which is the focus of this paper. 

More so, Christians in Northern Nigeria have been appalled with the kind of persecution 

and challenges she is going through with the fear that the church may be exterminated from 

this region. But the fact is that, even those who brought the gospel to this region faced 

similar if not worse challenges from different quarters, yet, they left behind a legacy to be 

followed and a vibrant Christian witness expected to be bequeathed or handed over to the 

next generation. 

 

This paper therefore, deals with mission, her advent and activities in Northern Nigeria. It 

discussed the interactions and challenges the Christians missionaries had at inception and 

in their contact with the Colonial Masters. It is important to state here that missionary 

churches and activities are very broad topics because the number of Mission agencies that 

came to Nigeria are many and they came at different times, however, the few listed in this 

research are discussed as they affect the topic of this work. A knowledge of this would spur 

the northern Christians to remain focused and stronger. 

 

Explorers, Colonialism and Missionaries 

Colonialism and Missions were products of the same society, sharing the same socio-

political roots, world-view and ethos although they might be seen to share, or cooperate 

together in some areas or enter into certain conflicts as regards their objectives and ends, 

yet “… they differ in their primary motifs, goals, objectives and interests….” (Turaki 1999: 

20). 
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Explorers  

The role of European exploration in opening up the New Worlds to European merchant, 

scholars, colonialists and missionaries can never be over emphasised. The stories gathered 

by explorers, traders and colonialists about the Dark Continent when sent back home were 

at times exciting and at times horrifying; sometimes invoking compassion and at other 

times compelling sympathetic response. (Turaki 1999: 21). 

 

“The motives that spur men to examine their environment are many; strong among them 

are the satisfaction of curiosity, the pursuit of trade, the spread of religion, and the desire 

for society and political power... It is the combination of these social factors and forces that 

gave rise to European exploration, trade, missions and colonialism.” (Turaki 1999: 22), the 

explorers are those who opened the world and her routes for further European activities. 

Between the mid-fifteenth century and the mid-sixteenth centuries, the European societies 

were stimulated to search for new sea routes which drew kings, scholars, seamen and even 

missionaries into world adventurism.” (Turaki 1999: 22). These exploration activities can 

be divided into two main categories: the exploration of the old world, which centred on 

the Mediterranean Sea; and the Age of Discovery which was centred on the search for sea 

routes to Cathay (China) and Asia. “These attempts resulted in the discovery of new sea 

routes, to the New World, the West Indies, the Atlantic Coastlines, the Indian Ocean and 

later the Pacific Ocean.” (Turaki 1999: 22) 

 

Colonialism  

Colonialism which is the colonial domination policy pursued by the European powers 

from the second half of the 19th century to the years following the Second World War, is a 

product of historical consciousness and development of the European society with its own 

distinct social force manifested in politics, economics, culture and development of 

civilisation. It was Industrial and Commercial revolution that brought about increased 

industry and trade. This desire led to the acquisition of colonies for the economic benefit 

of European nation-states. Because, “…prevalent in Europe at these early stages was a 

mercantile theory which states that ‘national wealth was measured by the amount of gold 

and silver a nation possessed.’ This economic motif was later to become the dominant and 

driving force of colonisation.” (Turaki 1999: 22). More so, “Rivalry among the European 

nation-states for political, economic and cultural power and dominance, the search for new 

markets, for raw materials and European goods, as well as the desire to control them, led 

to colonisation and acquisition of colonies….” (Turaki 1999: 22). 

 

Missionaries  

The word “Missionary” comes from the Latin word “Mitto” and having the same usage 

with the Greek word “Apostolos” meaning “Sent” or someone who is sent. “A missionary 
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is a person sent by God and the Church to a people other than his own to minister the love 

of Christ – especially by the preaching of the Gospel and planting of churches.” (Chessman 

2011:17). It also means sending away to or being sent out with authority to perform a special 

duty or function on which someone is a messenger or representative. The missionary can 

be sent to those without Christ and, in this case, he will show the love of Christ by preaching 

the Gospel and planting Churches there. He can also be sent to areas of great physical or 

social needs where he would be expected to show the love of Christ which would mean 

feeding the hungry, healing the sick, and working in the community. He can be sent to 

Churches that are weak and in need of building up and, in this case, showing the love of 

Christ for and in that Church which includes teaching and nurturing the congregations to 

the full stature and maturity as expected by the Lord. (Cheesman 2011:16). The Missionaries 

therefore, were the group of Europeans who were committed to Christianity and 

accompanied explorers to carry out the work of the Great Commission. 

 

Relationship between the Three   

“European expansionism and colonisation can be seen as a gradual process from the age 

of Discovery (explorers) through the Age of Mercantilism (merchants and Traders) and the 

Age of Missions (Missionaries) to the Age of Empire building (Colonialists).” (Turaki 1999: 

22). Through the age of Discovery, Industrial and Commercial Revolution, and 

Colonisation, Traders, merchants, colonialists and missionaries moved into the ‘New 

Lands’ with their civilisation and religion. Thus, European expansionism can be described 

not only in economic, political and social terms, but also in religious terms.” (Turaki 1999: 

23), similarly, it was the communication channels opened up by the European explorers 

and civilisation that became the necessary vehicles for exporting the missionaries and 

colonial enterprises to the New World. (Turaki 1999: 22). 

 

I agree with Turaki that, at times and in some places, the line of differentiation can hardly 

be drawn between colonialism and some mission “…but the motif of mission was quite 

clear and distinct and sometimes this central motif might come under the influence of the 

prevailing cultural milieu” (Turaki 1999: 23-24), but the missionaries brought liberty 

against colonialism and taught ways of getting out of European domination.  

 

One factor that aided the activities of missions in Africa at large was the partitioning of 

Africa by European powers in 1884/85 in Berlin, Germany. Before “Hitherto, missions 

operated mainly without any protection from political powers. But, with the establishment 

of colonial powers over Africa, the blessings were mixed for missions. Some missionary 

activities were augmented and protected by the colonial powers and some were hindered 

and some became vulnerable to attacks by the colonial powers….” (Turaki 1999: 24), 

because, “…colonialism as a powerful political, economic and cultural force, was, indeed, 
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not only a strong influence on missions in general, but also constituted a necessary social 

and contextual evil with which mission…had to contend with….” (Turaki 1999: 22), as will 

be seen later in this paper. 

 

But from inception, Protestant mission were left behind due to the underlisted reason as 

given by Lois Fuller:  

 

1. The Protestants were busy fighting for their existence due to confrontations and attacks 

from the Roman Catholic Church occasioned by the Reformation. There were wars and 

counter wars of words, weapons, etc. Therefore, they became busy, formulating new 

theologies and doctrines to teach their members the Protestant views. So, all their efforts 

and monies were spent tackling these challenges; and many of them died in the process 

while others became poor. 

2. Since many of the Protestants held strongly on the doctrine of predestination, and that 

the Great Commission was an assignment meant for the original twelve disciples, they 

concluded that there was no need for evangelism since God had decided who would be 

saved and who would not. Therefore, if the heathen were to perish, it would mean God 

decided to make them blind to the truth of the Gospel so as to destroy them for their sins. 

3. The countries where the Protestants were in the majority were not among countries that 

sent sailors and so they were not that informed about people elsewhere who would need 

the Gospel until the Dutch and English ventured into the naval scene too. 

4. Even when countries like England and Denmark started sending missionaries, their 

governments were opposed to them because, since, they were more concerned in trade 

than missions, they feared the mission work might destroy their trade and economic 

pursuit. 

5. Unlike the Roman Catholics whose Nuns and Monks had taken the vows of celibacy, to 

be poor and total obedience to their authorities, the Protestants allowed their Pastors to 

get married, therefore there were no available persons who would abandon their families 

to go to heathen nations. (Fuller 60-63). In addition, 

6. Graham Chessman added that, the Protestants were divided owing to differences in 

doctrines and practices, so they engaged themselves in fighting and persecuting one 

another: Lutherans against Zwinglians, Anabaptists against the Reformers, etc. 

(Chessman 2011:53).  

 

The 19th century is called the “Great Century of Missions.” (Fuller 66). It gave rise to many 

new Protestant Missionary Societies who sent out many missionaries to all parts of the 

world. These mission societies were classified into four, namely:  
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 1. Interdenominational Missions: this is the coming together of different Churches within 

a locality to form a Mission Society; an example is the London Missionary Society which 

was sponsored by different Churches in London and sent David Livingstone. 

2. Denominational Missions: all Churches of a particular denomination coming together to 

form a Missionary Society, examples are the Baptist Missionary Society, and United 

Missionary Society that sent A. W. Banfeild. 

3. Faith Missions: these kinds of Missions earn their support from willing individuals or 

groups in carrying out the burden of Mission. Examples are: the China Inland Mission 

Started by Hudson Taylor, the Sudan Interior Mission (SIM), etc. 

4. Specialized Missions: “these aim at certain groups of people, for example Jews, or a 

certain kind of work, such as the Leprosy Mission or the Wycliffe Bible Translators.” (Fuller 

67). 

 

A Brief History of Nigeria 

Nigeria with a 2018 estimated population of 195,875,237 (worldometer) is the most 

populous Black nation and the 7th most populated nation in the entire world. Nigeria has 

521 languages (Brimah), which includes 510 living languages, two second languages 

without native speakers and nine extinct languages. (Brimah). Nigeria with an elected 

President and a Bi-cameral Legislature is a Federal Republic composed of 36 States, and a 

Federal Capital Territory located in Abuja.i It operates the Presidential system of 

Government with the Executive, the Legislative and the Judicial arms of Government as 

three distinct but complementary arms each one acting as a check on the other two. 

(Nigeria: Past, Present and Future). Nigeria is located in West Africa on the Gulf of Guinea; 

it has an area of 923,768Km (Nigeria: Past, Present and Future). (356,669sq mi) including 

about 13,000 square kilometres of water. Nigeria’s coastline along the Gulf of Guinea totals 

853 kilometres with Cameroon (1,690km) in the east, Niger (1,497 km) in the north, 

Republic of Benin (773 km) in the west, and the Republic of Chad (87 km) in the northeast. 

(Nigeria: Past, Present and Future). It stretches from the Atlantic Coast north of the Equator 

to South of the tropic of cancer.  This latitudinal spread gives the country a wide range of 

climatic and vegetation types.  Its mass land resource, with a surface area of approximately 

913,075 square kilometres, makes it about one-seventh of the settled and productive area 

of West Africa at large. (Profile – (Profile – Nigeria) 
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Northern Nigeria: An Overview 

 
 

Coat of arms of Northern Nigeria (Northern Nigerian Protectorate) 

 

 
Fig 49. Flag of Northern Nigeria (Northern Nigerian Protectorate) 

  

 
Location of Northern Nigeria 
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Motto of Northern Nigeria: Aiki da Ibada (Work and Worship) (Northern 

Nigerian Protectorate) 

Northern Nigeria whose Capital city initially was Sokoto (1809 – 1897), came to be Lokoja 

(1897–1903), later moved to Zungeru (1903–1923), and finally to Kaduna (1923–1966), 
(Northern Nigerian Protectorate), is a geographical region of the country. It started with 

the Monarchical type of government from 1897 when it was proclaimed a protectorate and 

changed to federation form of government from 1963 to date. (Northern Nigerian 

Protectorate). This region is 719,000 sq. km and it occupies 80% of Nigeria’s land mass 

implying that in size it is four times the South and more arid and less densely populated 

than the South.5 The Northern states form part of a large belt of the country stretching right 

across Africa south of the Sahara Desert and north of the equatorial forests. “This belt is 

known as the ‘Sudan’. The name was originally given by Arab travellers and meant ‘land 

of the Blacks’….” (Crampton 2004:2)  

 

This Northern Region used to be one of Nigeria’s federal divisions, which was created 

before independence in 1960. However, in 1967 the region came to be split into: Benue-

Plateau, Kano, Kwara, North-Central, North Eastern and North-western States. (Northern 

Nigeria Protectorate). The north was the more literate part of Nigeria. (Northern Nigeria 

Protectorate). According to Lord Lugard, there were 25,000 Qur’anic Arabic schools with 

about 250,000 pupils in the North, such that by 1500 CE the Hausa utilized a modified 

Arabic script known as Ajami to record their own language; (Northern Nigeria 

Protectorate) the Hausa compiled several written histories, the most popular being the 

Kano Chronicle. (Northern Nigeria Protectorate). 

 

The three largest ethnic groups – Hausa, Fulani and Kanuri, are predominantly Muslim, 

while many of the smaller or minority groups are Christians or traditionalists. But today, 

there are a handful of converts from Islam to Christianity from these groups (Hausa, Fulani 

and Kanuri) who are today called Masihiyawa.ii In 1967 the region was split into states: 

Benue-Plateau, Kano State, Kwara State, North-Central State, North-Eastern State and 

North-Western State. Today, Northern Nigeria which comprises three geopolitical zones 

of the nation is divided into 19 Nigerian States as follows: Adamawa, Taraba, Bauchi, Yobe, 

Borno and Gombe (North-East), Kogi, Plateau, Benue, Niger, Kwara and Nasarawa and 

the Federal Capital Territory (FCT) (North-Central), and Sokoto, Kebbi, Zamfara, Katsina, 

Kano, Jigawa and Kaduna (North-West)  

 

Mission and Mission Agencies to Northern Nigeria 

This is not an attempt to give the chronological or comprehensive account of all the Mission 

Agencies that set foot on the Nigerian soil, rather, a means of a brief mention of the few 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajami_script
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below to aid a better understanding of this research work and give a smooth flow of 

information that will assist this work. 

 

According to Eluwa, it was the result of a new religious and moral awakening which began 

to sweep through these countries towards the close of the 18th century. This awakening 

made the evangelization of Africa an important part of Christian work. Africa became their 

focus owing to the cruelty inflicted upon the Negro race during the slave trade. This revival 

gave birth to mission agencies like: the Baptist Mission (1792), the London Missionary 

Society (1795), the Church Missionary Society (1779), the Foreign Bible Society (1803), etc. 

(Eluwa 171). But the fact remains that “it was the 1841 expedition to the Niger, sponsored 

by the British Government following the lobby of the African society that laid the 

foundation of missionary work, especially in the areas around the river….”   (Eluwa 170). 

Agreeing with him, Pauline said that, “The year 1841 – 1843 marked the beginning of the 

movement to re-establish Christianity in Nigeria after the failure of the earlier attempts in 

1482 to plant Christianity in the area…” (Lere 2008:79) 

 

It is never an easy task penetrating any people with a new idea. This is the experience of the 

missionaries that came to Nigeria. Bringing the Gospel, Civilization and all their attending 

components to Nigeria by the Missionaries were not without hitches. Below are some of 

them: 

 

 (a)  Due to poor transportation system in this region, the missionaries had to travel long 

and tiring distances to the hinterlands and so their progress was slow. 

(b)  Before the discovery of quinine in 1854, most missionaries that came to Nigeria died of 

diseases most especially malaria which was why Nigeria was called at that time “the 

white man’s grave.” 

 (c)  Inability to draw line of distinction between the Slave Masters and the Missionaries 

gave rise to resistance by the natives. The slave traders were Portuguese like the early 

Missionaries, so the natives doubted the new religion.  

(d)  The early missionaries assumed the natives had no culture, religion and tradition; 

therefore, they tried imposing theirs on the natives which sparked off strong resistance. 

(Lere 2008:79). 

(e)  Lack of adequate man-power and financial resources. 

(f) Hostile African environment which includes: unhealthy climatic conditions and 

environments, deadly diseases and epidemics, unstable political conditions leading to 

intertribal wars. African suspicion of western Colonialism, religion and culture, etc. 

hampered meaningful success.    

(g)  Language barrier. Since the natives do not understand English language, then the need 

to use interpreters who themselves in most cases do not have the full import of the 
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message of salvation and English language became a strong barrier to fully evangelize 

the people. 

(h)  Due to the hard colonial regulatory and restrictive policies on missionary activities 

especially in the Muslim Emirates. (Lere 2008:80-81) 

However, “the rapid spread of mission stations and out-stations took effect during the 

1930s through the early 1950s….” (Gwamna 2013:13) below are a few but vital reasons 

for the spread. 

i.  Most of these mission bodies have developed well organized boards and have 

organized forms of leadership that aided their activities. 

ii.  Western civilization, especially, education, medicine and colonial governmental 

network had somewhat reduced the hostility of the African environment by providing 

a relative ‘Pax Britannica,’ healthy environment, and easier means of communications, 

etc. 

iii.  The relaxation of the stringent colonial regularity and restrictive policies on missionary 

activities. 

iv.  The general acceptance of missionaries and missionary programs, and the apparent 

success of the missionary enterprise in the Mission Field. (Ayandele 1966:29). 

 

The Roman Catholic Mission (RCM) 

The first missionary attempt on the Nigerian soil as mentioned earlier was by the 

Portuguese, and “the brand of Christianity that the Portuguese sought to introduce in the 

15th century was the Catholic type. This was developed in the Catholic practice of the 

Europeans particularly Spain and Portugal.” (Lere 2008:49) 

 

According to David, after the failure of the first RCM Portuguese Missionaries,  

. . . towards the middle of the nineteenth century, Catholic missionaries 

once again became active in West Africa. For this much credit is due to a 

French convert from Judaism, Fr. Francis Libermann.  He founded a new 

Society of the Holy heart of Mary, with   the    initial objective of 

evangelizing former slaves in French colonies; but later his help was 

enlisted   by American Catholics seeking to establish a mission in West 

Africa…This mission was unsuccessful, but it led to the establishment of 

successful new missions in Senegal and much further to the south, under 

Fr. Bressieux, at Libreville in Gabon. Libermann then agreed to merge his 

society with   the bigger congregation of   the Holy   Spirit (CSSp), which   

had been founded in the previous century and is known for short as the 

Holy Ghost Fathers. Thus strengthened, the CSSp embarked on operations 

on a wider scale. Libermann who died in 1852, contributed to making it 
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one of   the most successful Catholic missionary bodies in Africa…. (Jowit 

2010:224). 

 

Another new Catholic missionary body that became active at that time in West Africa is 

called Society for African Missions (SMA). It was founded in France by Melchior de Marion 

a Bishop who arrived with the SMA at Lagos soon after the British annexation of the coastal 

city in 1861. Later the SMA established the first Catholic mission, followed by the Orders 

of Sisters, such as the OLA (Our Lady of the Apostles). It is worth mentioning as Lois 

Fuller, observed, that if Catholic missionary bodies showed signs of competing with 

another, Rome could intervene to ensure harmony and cooperation, which might 

necessitate a delimitation of the territory within which each was to operate. (Jowit 

2010:224). Shendam “is the very first Roman Catholic mission station established north of 

the Rivers Niger and Benue. This happened on 12th February 1907…by Oswald Waller 

(French), Ernest Belin (French) and Joseph Mouren (Dutch)…members of the Society of 

African Missions (SMA) based in Lyons (France).” (History of the Development of the 

Church in Northern Nigeria). 

 

Church Missionary Society (CMS) 

The first CMS party, the duo of Samuel Ajayi Crowther, (a freed slave) and Schon, came to 

Nigeria in 1841 along with British officials to establish relations with local rulers, though 

the expedition was a failure because one third of the team died of diseases. However, the 

missionaries signed treaties with the Attah of Igala, for land beside the convergence of the 

Niger and the Benue Rivers, where they acquired land for the model farm and settled the 

farmers, they came along with there. (Fleck 2013:58-60). So, in 1843 along with Henry 

Townsend, Crowther, started work among the Yorubas in Badagry. They moved to 

Abeokuta, Ogbomoso, and Ilorin where they made many converts and “…established 

schools that taught literacy and practical skills; and with the aid of a CMS printing-press 

the first newspaper was published in Yoruba. These developments earned goodwill even 

from people who remained traditionalists or Muslims….” (Jowit 2010:222-223). Another 

CMS party led by Crowther and assisted by an Igbo Priest John Taylor started a mission 

field in Onitsha in 1857. He also led the starting of a mission field in Lokoja. Other Mission 

Agencies like the Baptist, Presbyterian, Qua Iboe, etc. seems to focus more on the southern 

part of Nigeria at their advent so they will not be discussed in this work, but it is obvious 

that the CMS and RCM look like harbingers to the mission agencies that came to Northern 

Nigeria by complementing one another in translation and so on.             

 

J. F. Schon’s effort in Hausa language lent credence to the great feat by the CMS in Northern 

Nigeria, because by 1843, he was able to complete and publish a grammar and vocabulary 

of the language and within four years, Crowther, was able to translate the Gospel of 
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Mathew, Luke and the Acts of the Apostles into Hausa language. (Fleck 2013:61). The 

Anglican Mission to Hausa land commonly called the Hausa party that began in 1900 led 

by W.R.S Miller, has now borne much fruit. Wusasa which is now the headquarters of the 

Wusasa Diocese was created in 1997. It was initially located in Zaria which was the center 

of the Mission before the Missionaries were asked by the government to move it out of Zaria 

city. Its first Bishop, Rev. Ali Buba Lamido, is the fulfilment of the dreams of the founding 

Fathers of Wusasa. (Crampton 2004:248). 

 

Sudan Interior Mission  

The region called the Sudan is located around the Western and Central Africa south of the 

sub- Saharan Africa. It means ‘the land of the Blacks.’ Given by Arab traders, it is “…the 

Negro section of the continent, a great stretch of country 600 miles wide, extending 3,000 

miles across the heart of Africa from the west to Ethiopia, covering an area more than one 

third of the United States and embraces a population in excess of 40,000,000 by the 

beginning of the 19th century.” (Gwamna 2013:1) 

 

United Missionary Society  

Alexander Woods Banfield was the first UMS missionary to Nigeria sent in 1905. He made 

early trips in 1901 under the auspices of SIM along with E. Anthony of Michigan, A. Taylor 

and C. H. Robinson both of the SIM stock. In April 1903, Robinson and E. Anthony became 

sick so they left Banfield behind to continue the work unfortunately he too had to return 

home on 17th Dec., 1904 due to attacks from “Black Water Fever” Banfeild returned in 1905 

under the banner and supervision of the UMS and he landed at Shonga also called Tsonga 

where he started his missionary activity. (Bello 2014:29-30). 

 

As stated earlier, Banfield came in 1905, in 1909, he went to Jebba and laid the cornerstone 

of the church on 3rd January, 1910. Then the Mission station formerly belonging to the 

C.M.S was occupied on Jan. 1, 1911 at Mokwa by United Missionary Society. In 1916, the 

mission was permitted to locate a mission in Share; in 1919 a large one was established in 

Igbeti, and by 1921, the Nigerian Government opened some parts of Northern Nigeria to 

missions, which led to the opening of a new mission at Salka, the beginning of work among 

the Kamberis. Zuru was the first UMS mission station in Northern Nigeria and it served 

the Northern Churches at that time, it was opened in 1925 and in 1937 another station was 

opened at Yelwa. In about 1947, a main station was opened at Tugan Magajiya. From the 

above listed major stations, the Church began to grow to other parts of the country. 

According to Crampton, by 1977, UMCA has 100 Churches 15,000 members in attendance 

each Sunday service. (Kauffman) 
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Sudan United Mission 

The bulk of Missionary activities that invaded Northern Nigeria came from the stock of the 

Sudan United Mission (SUM) which began in Sheffield, England as a Faith Mission in 1902 

under the name Sudan Pioneer Mission, but “…in 1904 the name was changed to Sudan 

United Mission (SUM). That same year, Karl Kumm, and other Missionaries were sent to 

the Sudan Savannah to begin Mission work.” (Hopkins and Gaiya 2005:71). 

 

Church Of Christ in Nations (COCIN) 

This is a daughter Church of the British branch of SUM. Willem Herman Karl Kumm, 

Ambrose H. Bateman, John Burt and John Lowry Maxwell, (Goshit and Lere 2013:1), who 

were the missionaries of this branch came to Wase on 8th Oct., 1904 where they established 

their first Mission base. In 1907, the station was gutted with fire owing to the carelessness 

of a cook. A month after the Wase station was burnt in January 1907, the Missionaries 

started work in Langtang. That same year work also opened at Gyel. This was later moved 

to Du and then Foron. It was also in 1907 that the Cambridge University Mission Party 

(CUMP) in collaboration with the Church Missionary Society (CMS) began work at Panyam. 

This later extended to Kabwir station in 1910. Between 1930 and 1934, the Panyam and 

Kabwir Stations were handed over to the SUM by the CMS by mutual agreement. (Goshit 

and Lere 2013:50). In 1934, Gindiri was opened as the Mission’s Training ground for 

Evangelists, Teachers and subsequently school children. What became known as COCIN 

today began with the formation of a Regional Church Council in 1951. (Goshit and Lere 

2013:76-77).iii The Church was incorporated in 1958 with the name EKAS – Ekklisiyar Kristi 

A Sudan (meaning the Church of Christ in the Sudan) Plateau da Bauchi ta Yamma, (the 

merger name adopted for the first four District Churches – Langtang, Kabwir, Panyam and 

Foron) and later changed to EKAN – Ekklisiyar Kristi A Nijeriya, (meaning the Church of 

Christ in Nigeria) in 1968, the name was again changed on 21st June, 1976, from EKAN to 

the Church of Christ in Nigeria (the English version of EKAN) thereby completing the 

handing over process to Nigerians on 1st January, 1977, (since then SUM ceased to exist in 

Nigeria), now the name of the Church is Church of Christ in Nations finally changed in 

2013. (Goshit and Lere 2013:82-85) 

 

Evangelical Reformed Church of Christ  

This grew out of the work of the South African branch of SUM. In 1907 Kumm’s presence 

in South Africa led to the formation of the South African branch of SUM. The branch began 

work at Mbula in 1909. In 1911 the Missionaries of the South African branch abandoned 

Mbula for Salatu to work among the Tivs. Subsequently, the South African Missionaries 

who were not members of the Dutch Reformed Church opened a new field in Keana. The 

leader of this reorganized South African branch of SUM was A.S Judd. In 1920, 1924 and 

1932 Randa, Wana, and Lafia respectively were abandoned for Murya. In the years that 
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followed the branch also opened work in Ancho, Wamba, Alushi, Kagbu, Obi and Ayu. 

Over the years the church has witnessed changes in name from Ekklisiyar Kristi a Sudan – 

Church of Christ in the Sudan (EKAS) Dutsen Mada to Church of Christ in Central Nigeria 

and today it is called Evangelical Reformed Church of Christ (ERCC). Its headquarters is in 

Alushi, Nasarawa State. (Goshit and Lere 2013:77-79). 

 

United Methodist Church of Nigeria  

This Church came into being as a result of the missionary activities of the Evangelical United 

Brethren (EUB) American branch of SUM. The history of the EUB American branch is traced 

to the one original American branch whose missionaries, including Clarence W. Gunter, 

came to Wukari in Northern Nigeria in1906 and Guinter became the leader of the branch. 

Guinter continued as the leader until 1923 when the branch split into two. The split began 

to develop after the opening of Kona Mission Station sometime between 1916 and 1922 

(Hopkins and Gaiya 2005:77-79), when this Mission station was opened, the Women’s 

Missionary Society of his home church expressed desire to have the area as a field of service 

for their church. So Guinter, decided to expand the work. Thus in 1923 Guinter and Ira 

McBride began work among the Wurkum people of Bambur. However, it was not until 1926 

that the whole EUB church decided to make Wurkum District their official mission field 

and called the Church the United Methodist Church of Nigeria (UMCN). (Hopkins and 

Gaiya 2005:77-79). For UMCN, Jalingo in Taraba State is the national headquarters of the 

denomination.  

 

Christian Reformed Church of Nigeria  

This came about as a result of the Mission work of the Christian Reformed Church (CRC) 

branch of SUM. The story of this branch began with the response of Johanna Veenstra to 

God’s call given her during Kumm’s visit in Wisconsin, USA. She left New York for 

Northern Nigeria on 2nd October, 1919. In the early part of 1920, Clarence W. Guinter, the 

leader of the American branch (which later split into two) welcomed Veenstra to that 

branch; she spent a year at Donga as a Probationer. But throughout 1921 she worked at 

Lupwe under C.L Whitman of Canada where she did medical work. In 1923 ill health forced 

Rev. Whitman to return to Canada. That year Veenstra returned to Lupwe from America 

and took charge there. In 1925 W. Hood and his wife joined her. Veenstra was the leader for 

ten years in the Lupwe-Takum District and her views on doctrine and church practice often 

prevailed. By 1932, the entire Lupwe staff consisted of only four women led by Veenstra. 

All four of them were members of the CRC but were serving the Sudan United Mission at 

that time. Their work was controlled from the SUM Headquarters at Ibi but their material 

and financial support was coming from CRC in America. In 1933 Johanna Veenstra, the 

leader of the Lupwe District died after a brief illness. Three years after her demise, which is 

in 1936, the CRC indicated to the SUM that she was interested in taking responsibility for 
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the work in the Lupwe area. After an agreement was reached between the SUM and the 

CRC in 1940, the CRC took over the work Veenstra led for a decade. In this way, the 

Christian Reformed Church branch of SUM came into being. (Hopkins and Gaiya 2005:79-

81). Takum, in Taraba State is presently, the headquarters of the Church in Nigeria and it is 

called Christ Reformed Church of Nigeria (CRCN).  

 

Lutheran Church of Christ in Nigeria  

As a result of the influence of Karl Kumm, the “Danish Sudan Mission” was formed by 

some concerned members of “Our Saviour’s Church” in Aalborg, Denmark in cooperating 

as a branch of SUM, between 1905 and 1912. This cooperation, brought about the name, 

“The Danish Sudan United Missions” and so in 1913 the branch sent out her first 

missionaries, they are: Niels Hoegh Bronnum, his wife Rose N.H Bronnum (who are both 

medical Doctors), and their daughter Rose, a Nurse. In June 1913 Bronnum died in Rumasha 

and Rose left the field for Europe while the little baby Margaret Bronnum was left behind. 

 

Between October 1913 and 1914 Bronnum began mission work among the Bachama of 

Numan. With the coming of more missionaries of the same branch in the years that 

followed, more ethnic groups were reached with the gospel. About five years later, around 

1919, the Church got two worship centres with about fifty-two people as members. In 1954 

“The Independent Lutheran Church of Christ in the Sudan was formed” (Bulala 2001:7-13), 

with the Central Church Council still as its governing Authority. This church was known 

by the name EKAS Lutheran. Some years later probably around 1960, when Akila Todd 

became the first indigenous president, the Church became known as Lutheran Church of 

Christ in Nigeria (LCCN) with Numan, in Adamawa State as her headquarters. (Bulala 

2001:13) 

 

Ekklesiyar Yan’uwa A Nigeria (The Church of the Brethren) 

This denomination which is an Anabaptist and Protestant Christian Church came into being 

as a result of the mission work of the Church of the Brethren Mission (CBM). The Church 

of the Brethren began in Schwarzenau, Germany in 1708, but migrated to USA owing to 

severe persecution in 1817. To promote the church’s foreign mission activities, it established 

a Foreign Mission Board in 1880. Thus, on hearing about the needs of the Sudan, the CBM 

sent out her first Missionaries to this region presently called Northern Nigeria. These 

missionaries were: H. Stover Kulp and Albert Helser, who arrived in Garkida in March 

1923.  

 

In the face of severe hardship, trials and temptations, these missionaries and others who 

joined them later, labored to plant churches in Garkida, Lassa, Borno, Marama, Virgwi, 

Chibok, Gulak, Wandali, Shafa and Mubi, etc. But record of their first converts came after 
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four years of what seemed as fruitless Mission work. In 1948, 25 years after the arrival of 

the first two missionaries at Garkida, there were 1,000 indigenes attending Sunday worship 

services. During its early days, EYN was called Ekklisiyar Kristi A Sudan (EKAS) Lardin 

Gabas, meaning The Church of Christ in the Sudan, Eastern District. In 1973 the church 

became autonomous as the missionaries handed over the leadership of the Church to 

nationales but it was concluded in 1988, when all properties from the CBM was handed 

over officially to indigenous leaders. And so, in 1976, they adopted the name Ekklisiyar 

Yanuwa a Nijeriya (EYN), meaning Church of the Brethren in Nigeria. The Headquarters 

of the church is in Kwarhi, Mubi, Adamawa State. 

 

Leaders and Members of the above founding Churches or their representatives were 

meeting annually from 1943 in what was called “Taron Zumunta” (Gathering for 

Fellowship). During one of these gatherings in 1945 at Langtang, after a long period of 

deliberation, these six SUM founder member churches agreed to come together as Tarrayar 

Ekklisiyoyin Kristi a Sudan (TEKAS) the name was later changed to Tarrayar Ekklisiyoyin 

Kristi A Nijeria (TEKAN) at Randa in Kaduna State on 15th Feb., 1955. (Hackman 1992:98). 

Presently, incorporating other denominations who have similar vision, TEKAN has 15 

member denominations, namely, United Missionary Church of Africa (UMCA),  Ekklesiyar 

Yan’uwa A Nijeria (EYN) in Hausa language meaning Church of the Brethren in Nigeria, 

Nongu u Kristu u i Ser u sha Tar” (NKST) in Tiv language meaning Universal Reformed 

Church of Christ, Lutheran Church of Christ in Nigeria (LCCN), United Methodist Church 

of Nigeria (UMCN), Christian Evangelical Fellowship of Nigeria (CEFN), Church of Christ 

in Nations (COCIN), Evangelical Reformed Church of Christ (ERCC), Christian Reformed 

Church of Nigeria (CRCN), All Nations Christian Assembly (ANCA), Nigeria Reformed 

Church (NRC), Mambila Baptist Convention of Nigeria (MBCN), Reformed Church of 

Christ for Nations (RCCN), and Evangelical Church of Christ in Nigeria (ECCN). 

 

Colonial Policies and the Missionaries in Northern Nigeria 

Yusufu Turaki, a Church historian who did an extensive study on this subject gave us a clue 

of what transpired between the Missionaries and the Colonial Masters. He gave the 

following and started by saying that, after Lugard’s departure in 1906, the controversy 

between the Missionaries and the Post-Lugardians - Giruoard, Temple, and Palmer who 

were the powerful Residents of the Muslim areas reached a worrisome height. The post-

Lugadians’ conception of Indirect Rule led them to believe strongly that Native 

Administration, particularly in the Muslim dominated areas, should be protected, 

preserved, and shielded from the Christian Missionaries and their Western Civilization. 

Christian missions were viewed as disruptive civilizing agents, and this increased the fears 

and suspicions of the post-Lugardians. Therefore, to curb the “excesses” of the missionaries. 

Memoranda and Government Circulars, Colonial regulatory policies on missionary 
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itinerancy, evangelization and preaching, planting of Churches and Mission Stations, 

setting up of classes for religious instruction and schools, social relations with Africans, etc. 

came to be written, promulgated and circulated to the entire Northern region. (Turaki 

1999:205-253). 

 

This challenges seriously hampered meaningful development. Andrew E. Barnes as 

quoted by Ian says for the under listed three reasons, the colonial officials opposed the 

missionaries. 

i.  They objected to the effects that missionary evangelism had on the people. Suggesting 

that the converts were ‘rebelling against local traditions and obligations’; that they 

were ‘disobedient, insubordinate, and hypocritical; and the missionaries failed ‘to 

supervise their converts to ensure that they become fitting members of society.’ 

ii. Most missionaries were viewed as, ‘ill-educated, unprofessional, relatively 

unsuccessful, and, the Americans among them were viewed as fundamentalists and 

fanatical. They lacked social graces, common sense, and self-discipline.’ 

iii. Barnes believed that the colonialists concluded that ‘most missionaries had entirely 

different goals to the colonialist.’ The Colonial Administration ‘wanted social change 

– a disciplined obedient workforce, reliable taxpayers, medical care, properly 

supervised schools that taught practical skills as well as literacy.’…(Christianity on the 

other hand) concentrated on evangelism, seemingly without much success, and were 

heavily criticised for wasting time, effort and resources. (Fleck 2013:217).  

 

Furthermore, the political and religious agreements of the Colonial Administration with the 

Northern leaders during its early occupation of Northern Nigeria formed the basis of its 

regulatory policies towards Christian missions in the region. It promised political support, 

protection and preservation of the native institutions of the Muslim Emirates; it promised 

religious non-interference to the Muslim rulers of the Emirates and it developed a policy of 

excluding Christian missions from the Muslim Emirates but allowed them to operate in the 

non-Muslim areas. (Turaki 1999:206). 

 

Regulatory Policies 

One major regulatory policy promulgated in 1955 is called the “Missionary Permit.” This 

policy made it mandatory for every individual missionary to apply to the Government of 

Northern Nigeria for a license to operate as a missionary.  

 

Religious Policies 

Ordinarily, “…one would have thought or expected that Christian missions would 

normally have operated freely in the non-Muslim areas since the Colonial Administration 

had advised them to occupy the non-Muslim areas. But…their activities were highly 
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regulated, restricted, and monitored….” (Turaki 1999:210). Below is an example of the 

British Colonial Officers’ attitude in Zaria province as it also affects other non-Muslim areas 

as presented by Turaki: 

Educational Regulatory Policies 

As early as 1917, a government circular of 9th August, 1917 was written to hinder the 

freedom of the missionaries to establish schools in the Northern Province now called 

Northern Nigeria. Below is an excerpt of the letter as found by Turaki: 

Another ordinance similar to the above promulgated on 4th April 1918 reads thus: 

 

Missionary Strategies and Responses to the Colonialists Policies 

 

Turaki, further observed that, in fact, the British Colonialists’ opposition to Christian 

mission was more than that of the Muslim rulers and Muslims themselves living in the area. 

On the Education regulatory Policies, one reaction which would form the basis of reviewing 

the reactions and measures put in place to checkmate the Colonialists policies was from G. 

Dawson of the SUM who wrote to B. F. Babcock of the SIM dated 27th May, 1918. It reads 

thus: 

This Ordinance is intended to control all mission school work, and in its 

terms seems likely to interfere with almost every branch of missionary 

effort. It is avowedly designed to protect Mohammedans from Christian 

propaganda, even in the case of isolated colonials of Mohammedans living 

amongst pagan tribes it practically prohibited teaching of any sort being 

given by a missionary or the agent of a missionary or anyone connected 

with a Christian mission unless express permission has been obtained in 

every case for the Government. The enactment of this ordinance would 

seriously cripple and hamper the work carried on by the various 

missionary societies in Nigeria, and these societies are bound to protest 

against such an unfair interference with their work. The Church 

Missionary Society are taking action in the matter; my committee also 

propose to take action, and it has been suggested by them that I should 

write you to ask if the Sudan Interior Mission proposes to protest against 

the ordinance probably it will be better if a united protest could be made 

rather than a protest by each of the societies. (Turaki 1999:213). 

 

As suggested by G. Dawson, the formation of Inter-denominational Institutions and 

Ecumenism was one of the first steps taken. The Government regulatory policies actually 

brought some form of unity to Christian missions at that time. “… Missionary societies in 

Northern Nigeria met together at Lokoja in 1910 to deal with Government policies towards 

them. It was also a forum for missionaries to discuss their problems and means of 
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cooperation….” (Turaki 1999:217). Christian missions operating within the colonial, 

segregated and hierarchical structure of Northern Nigeria were forced to form a common 

front in order to successfully fight against the Colonial regulatory policies. Below we have 

formation of the common fronts of Christian missions: 

 

1. From 1910 -1930, Conferences of Missions in Northern Nigeria, 

consisting of SIM, CMS, SUM, UMS, DRGM, CBM and a few others. 

2. From 1940-1950, Annual Meetings of the Representatives of Missions in 

Northern Nigeria (AMRM) consisting of SIM, CMS, SUM, UMS, DRCM, 

CBM, and few others. 

3. From the earlier 1950s to the late 1950s, joint meetings between AMRM 

(North) and Christian Council of Nigeria, (CCN, South) and SIM (Since 

SIM refuse to join CCN and wanted to keep its unique identity). (Turaki 

1999:214-215). 

 

These three forms of Ecumenism were used on one hand by Christian missions as a common 

forum for deliberating upon, and resolving their common problems, and on the other hand, 

addressing and confronting the colonial government on issues that affected missionary 

work. As Christian missions faced the problems imposed upon them by the colonial 

regulatory policies, they often reacted by making and writing protests, one of which is 

presented by Turaki  as another appeal worthy of mention one called: “Britain’s Crisis in 

Missionary Policy:  A Missionary Secretary’s Appeal for Prayer, and a Protest Againstan 

Un-British Autocracy in a Great Britain Colony,” (Turaki 1999:216), by R. V. Bingham, the 

Editor of Evangelical Christian and the Director General of the SIM. It reads thus: 

 

. . . Lest the story of  how the Governor General of one of the Britain’s 

largest African colonies was  seeking to permanently curtail the liberty of 

Christian missionaries to peaceably conduct  their work, and enacting 

laws for which he succeeded in obtaining the consent of the officials in the 

British Colonial office, should by their publication have alienated the 

sympathy of great  multitudes in the United States, who believed that the 

British flag represented freedom’s cause all over the world and was a 

protection to  missionaries of all nations in all lands. . .we are  constrained 

to lay the facts before the Christian public in Canada, United States and 

Britain that they may stand with us in prayerfully opposing, under the 

British flag, such curtailing of the liberties of Christian missionaries as was 

never known under German rule in Africa. (Missionary Witness 1919:165-

167)iv 
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Lowry Maxwell of SUM also lent his voice thus: 

…why should the propagation of Islam be free everywhere, but the 

propagation of Christianity be blocked and forbidden, and that too by the 

representatives of a nominally Christian nation? This was not religious 

liberty, though it was perpetuated under the pretext of religious liberty. 

Why could the gospel not be preached in Kano and Sokoto, when it could 

be preached in scores of places in Algeria and Morocco in Algeria and 

Persia and India? (Hunter 1961:124-126).v 

 

Similarly, the missionaries sought audience with the Governor of Nigeria, Graeme 

Thompson, and Palmer, the Lieutenant Governor of Northern Nigeria in London. This 

meeting and conference had the following mission group representatives: “Oldham and 

Paton, secretaries International Missionary Committee, the Bishop of Salisbury and Garfeild 

Williams representing the National Assembly of the Church of England Missionary 

committee; Cash and Hooper, CMS; Playfair, SIM; Farant Dawson, SUM; Maclennan, 

Secretary of the Conference of Missionary Societies….” (Turaki 1999:219-258). This meeting 

took place in July 1927.vi The major reason for this meeting with the Governors “… was to 

pressure them into relaxing their regulatory policy. The governors ‘promised a more 

enlightened policy’ and also ‘promised to educate the Muslim Emirs to religious 

toleration.”vii 

 

The challenges actually brought the mission agencies to Nigeria together and this unity has 

led to the present-day Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) as a common voice for the 

entire Christian community in the country. (Discussion on CAN is outside the scope of this 

work). Similarly, the challenges notwithstanding, the doggedness of the missionaries and 

the early converts to Christianity in Northern Nigeria planted the Christian witness on the 

land and the country at large. 

 

Conclusion 

The Christians and people of Northern Nigeria stand in everlasting debt to the many brave 

souls who died to ensure that Nigerians had the Gospel, “the examples set by the early 

Missionaries should serve as an inspiration to modern churches and missions in Nigeria.” 

(Fleck 2013:217). These missionaries faced many difficulties and problems as they went 

about their work in Nigeria. There was much opposition to the missionary cause from 

fellow Christians, the colonial masters the natives, the Muslims and traditionalist in the 

region they sought to occupy. They most times “had to deal with the traditions and 

customs of the tribe and the people with whom they are working…they also had to deal 

with the spread of Islam, the fear of the …power of the Juju and the distress caused by 

witchcraft.” (Fleck 2013:217). 
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Despite all of these, Northern Nigeria is what it is today as a result of the selfless sacrifices 

and services of these Missionaries who risked their lives to bring not only the Gospel but 

also civilisation to the people of Northern Nigeria. Thus, the role of the Christian missions 

in shaping Northern Nigerian would have to be appreciated; with all the political, 

educational, spiritual, economic and social contributions associated with the Christian 

religion. This helped in changes that can be seen today and as highlighted in this paper. 

 

Finally, despite the challenges posed by fanatical adherence to religion, the fact cannot be 

denied that the role of religion or its advent to every people actually brought about 

civilization, development, advancement and general wellbeing of the people it came to. 

Invariably, it is then correct to say that religion particularly the Christian religion is the 

catalyst for nation-building in northern Nigeria and all over the world. (Adamolekun)  
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